Absf~act -We compare the methods of Cohen and
INTRODUCTION
There are many physical variables which are important in nature and which categorize a physical situation. Time and frequency are of course fundamental and hence the emphasis on the time and frequency representation and in time-frequency distributions. Because there are other physical quantities of importance, there is a need to developed methods for obtaining joint densities of arbitrary physical variables. In this paper we compare the methods of Cohen The characteristic function is an average, the average of eJaa+Jpb, and can be computed directly from the signal by averaging the characteristic function operator 0-7803-2127-8194 $4.00 01994 EEE M(% P ) by way of We point out that densities can be computed directly from the signal, thereby circumventing the eigenfunctions, using .
4(a, P ) e-Jat-jpw du d a d p , (2.12)
giving which is obtained from Cohen's general method in Eq. ) . e -j a a -j P b dt da d p .
(2.7)
The marginal distributions, 
COMPARISON
We now show that the Baraniuk and Jones procedure can be used to obtain the same joint distributions as the Cohen procedure when the desired variables a and b are related to time and frequency by a unitary transformation U; that is, when A = U t 7 U , B = U'WU. Here t denotes the adjoint; for a unitary transformation, recall that Ut = U -l . Before we start it is important to observe that the commutator of A and B must equal j , the commutator of I and W . This follows from Also, note that in general we have e j a A --U -1 e j a T U , e j p B = ~-' e j P~u .
(3.4)
We now start with the Cohen procedure and calculate the characteristic function for a and b from Eq. (2.6) (U-'eJa7U) ( U -l e j P W U ) s ( t ) dt
= d ( a , p ) / U s ' ( t ) e j a 7 + J p w U s ( t ) dt. (3.5)
The final step follows from Eq. . 4(a, p) e -j a a -j p b d a dp dt, (3.6) which is identical to Eq. (2.14) except for the notation of the variables of integration. This demonstrates the equivalence of the two procedures when Eqs. (3.1) hold.
EXAMPLE
As which is precisely the distribution Pab(a, b ) computed using the preprocessed signal U s ( t ) .
CONCLUSION
We have shown under what circumstances the Cohen procedure gives the same result as the BaraniukJones method. When it is valid, this latter method has the significant advantage that we can write the new joint distribution easily without re-evaluating the characteristic function, etc. Of course, this procedure is limited to variables connected to time and frequency by a unitary transformation.
More fundamentally we have demonstrated a generalization of the above, namely that if we have two sets of variables ( a , b ) and (a', b') that are connected by some unitary transformation, then their joint distributions are functionally the same. This result is fundamental, because it shows how one can study the properties of classes of distributions concurrently.
